Abstract. The presence of long-period pulses in near-fault records can be considered as an important factor in causing damage due to the transmission of large amounts of energy to the structures in a very short time. Under such circumstances high-energy dissipation demands usually occur, which are likely to concentrate in the weakest parts of the structure. The maximum nonlinear response or collapse often happens at the onset of directivity pulse and fling, and this time is not predicted by the natural structural vibration periods. Nonlinear response leading to collapse may in most cases occur only during one large amplitude pulse of displacement. From the study of the response of both linear and nonlinear SDOF systems, the effects of these distinctive long-period pulses have been assessed by means of: (i) synthetic parameters directly derived from the strong ground motion records, and (ii) elastic and inelastic spectra of both conventional and energy-based seismic demand parameters. SDOF systems have first been subjected to records obtained during recent earthquakes in near-fault areas in forward directivity conditions. The results indicate that long duration pulses strongly affect the inelastic response, with very high energy and displacement demands which may be several times larger than the limit values specified by the majority of codes. In addition, from the recognition of the fundamental importance of velocity and energy-based parameters in the characterization of nearfault signals, idealized pulses equivalent to near-fault signals have been defined on account of such parameters. Equivalent pulses are capable of representing the salient observed features of the response to near-fault recorded ground motions.
Introduction
The increased availability of recorded ground motions consequent to recent seismic events such as Northridge 1994, Kobe 1995, Turkey and Taiwan 1999, suggests that the dynamic characteristics of ground shaking can significantly vary as a function of the location of the recording station with respect to the fault and the evolution of the rupture process, particularly when the recording station itself is placed in the near-fault region. It is well known that, under certain conditions, earthquake ground motions can consist of a limited number of distinct velocity and displacement long duration pulses.
Near-fault ground motions often contain large long-period (2-5 s) wave pulses. They can be generated by (i) constructive interference of the radiated waves due to directivity of the fault rupture, or (ii) movement of the ground associated with the permanent geodetic offset. To keep these two effects separate, the terms "directivity pulse" and "fling-step" are used for the rupture directivity and elastic rebound effects, respectively [1] .
Rupture directivity effects occur when the fault ruptures toward the site and the slip direction (on the fault plane) is aligned with the rupture direction [2] . The consequent pulse is strongest on the component of motion perpendicular to the strike of the fault (fault-normal component). Fling-step ground motion occurs close to a ruptured fault with significant surface offset. It is limited to the ground displacement component parallel to the slip direction. The rupture directivity effect will be strongest on the fault normal component at a location up-dip from the hypocenter. The fling step will be observed on the horizontal component perpendicular to the strike of the fault. Consequently, for dip-slip faults, directivity-pulse effects and fling-step effects can be combined on the same component.
In earthquakes with magnitude above 6.5 the above effects can be very large [3] . For example, the horizontal velocity recordings of the Pacoima station in the 1971 San Fernando, California earthquake, had a maximum amplitude of 113 cm/s, and consisted predominantly of horizontally polarized SH wave motion with relatively long period, of about 2-3 s [4] . The ground motion damage potential in near-fault conditions is strongly influenced by the fault mechanism and by rupture propagation and radiation pattern effects [5] . We will concentrate here on directivity pulses, while the analysis of flings will be the subject of a forthcoming study.
The propagation of the fault rupture toward a site, at a velocity that is almost as large as the shear wave velocity, causes most of the seismic energy to arrive coherently in relatively large long-period pulses of motion [6, 7] . Such effect is more pronounced on displacement and velocity time histories than on accelerations. In the case of backward directivity, occurring when the rupture propagates away from the site, relatively lower amplitudes and longer duration characterize in general the corresponding motion. Long-period pulses due to near-fault rupture directivity are produced by the superposition of waves radiated from asperities of the fault. The degree of superposition depends on the station location with respect to the fault, and is affected by the mechanical characteristics of the propagation media. The limited number of records from the near-fault region does not allow characterizing the influence of the seismotectonic environment completely; therefore reliance should be placed on realistic seismological simulations in order to quantify the pulse effects adequately. The directivity itself is a well-known phenomenon in seismology [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] ], yet only recently the impact of the directivity pulse has been considered in a limited number of seismic codes [15, 16] .
The presence of severe, long duration pulses in near-field ground motions gives rise to considerable velocity and displacement demands, and can be therefore considered as a key factor in causing damage. This phenomenon entails the transmission, into the structure, of large amounts of energy, which should be dissipated in a short time, so that high-energy dissipation demands occur. This behavior is characterized by one or two large inelastic excursions with few reversals, usually concentrated in the weakest parts of the structure, such as soft stories and any other zone where sharp changes in strength or stiffness occur. On the other hand high frequency, harmonic motions, typical of far-field records, generally require a continuum dissipation of energy over a relatively long time, with numerous yield reversals. Therefore, while the total input energy corresponding to long duration ground motion pulses (i.e., pulses of low to medium frequency) can reach considerable values, even though the seismic intensity is not particularly significant, high frequency motions do not produce severe damage, since their high spectral accelerations correspond to moderate energy imparted effectively to structures.
Recent concern about damage potential of near-field ground motion has led to considerable interest in the nature of this kind of motion and its impact on structural performance [13] . The influence of large velocity pulses on the structural response was first pointed out by Bertero et al. [8, 9] . In particular, in the analysis of the damage suffered by the Olive View Hospital, a few kilometers down the rupture surface of the 1971 San Fernando Earthquake, it was suggested that the significant nonlinear structural behavior would probably have occurred during the response to the relatively long duration pulse highlighted by the Pacoima Dam record [9] .
The misleading notion of scaling the earthquake intensity near to a fault by a peak ground acceleration value, since it is normally associated to waves of relatively high frequency, had been previously discussed [17] . From the point of view of the characterization of the damage potential, after the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake Anderson and Bertero [18] identified the incremental velocity, defined as the area under the largest acceleration pulse, as a significant parameter in the characterization of the severity of near-fault shakings. Moreover, they pointed out that long duration acceleration pulses are especially damaging if the width of the pulse is large compared with the natural period of the structure. These concepts were reasserted by Naeim [19] and Decanini and Mollaioli [20] . Several other studies highlighted the importance of pulse-type motions with the analysis of elastic and inelastic SDOF and MDOF systems [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
Recently, the importance of assessing near-fault effects has led several authors to demonstrate that near-fault records with forward directivity can be represented by equivalent pulses defined on the basis of a limited number of ground motion parameters [3, 13, 14, 19, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . On recognizing that the intensity and distribution of the seismic energy demand depend upon the duration of the pulses, in Decanini et al. [35] the significance of energy-based parameters in the characterization of the seismic demand of structures subject to near-fault pulses has been emphasized, and some relationships between energy and displacement demands have been suggested.
In response to the realization of the importance of near-fault motions on structural performance, in a first part of this paper the characterization of the damage potential of long duration pulses is described. Then, the findings from a comprehensive study of about 250 near-fault ground motions recorded during 27 earthquakes, are presented. From the study of the response of SDOF systems, having nonlinear behavior, the effect of long-period pulses derived from records obtained during recent earthquakes is analyzed by means of (i) synthetic parameters directly derived from the strong ground motion records, such as peak ground acceleration, peak ground velocity, incremental velocity, etc., and (ii) elastic and inelastic spectra of input energy, hysteretic energy, displacement and seismic resistance.
In a subsequent stage, a simplified parameterization of pulse-type forward directivity ground motions is illustrated. Starting from an energy-based characterization of the damage potential, a series of response quantities, namely the incremental velocity (indicated as one of the most important factors influencing the maximum inelastic response of structures subject to near-fault ground motions), the area enclosed by the input energy spectra and the pulse duration, are used in order to obtain a simplified representation of pulse-type motions by means of idealized pulses defined on the basis of trigonometric functions. With the aim of verifying whether the response quantities to idealized, severe pulse-type ground motions can be regarded as adequately representative of those evaluated using recorded ground motions, energy and displacement demand is computed inputting to elastic and inelastic SDOF and MDOF systems a series of idealized pulses equivalent to near-fault ground motions.
Damage Potential of Long Duration Pulses
As a general rule, the current linear-elastic response spectra do not provide sufficient information to account for the energy transmission mechanisms attributable to the presence of long duration pulses in near-field ground motions. In this context, even the opportunity of adopting inelastic response spectra derived from the elastic response spectra is questionable, since the excitations that induce the maximum response in elastic and inelastic systems are different in kind. It is therefore necessary to complement such information with data on the duration of strong ground motion and the number, sequence and characteristics of intense, relatively long acceleration pulses, associated with large velocity increments.
A comparison of the different effects produced by impulsive and harmonic excitations has been illustrated in Bertero et al. [8] and Mollaioli and Decanini [36] with a series of analyses on SDOF elastic and inelastic systems subject to simple idealized ground motion. Again in the present paper the study of the mechanical behavior of SDOF elastic and inelastic systems has been carried out in order to highlight the importance of considering, in the assessment of the effective damage potential of earthquakes, the mutual relations between different types of ground motion and the structural performance. The effects of both high frequency and longperiod pulses have been investigated by computing strength, energy and displacement demand, underlining the significance of energy-based parameters in the characterization of the seismic demand of structural systems subject to such pulses.
Two simple idealized ground motions have been considered, both made up of sinusoidal motions of different frequency and duration, with null initial acceleration, velocity and displacement, and consisting in a single pulse of duration, T p , equal to 1.0 s, followed by a harmonic motion of duration, d hm , equal to 2.0 s and period, T hm , equal to 0.2 s. The first, denoted as Type 1, is characterized by the fact that both the single pulse and the harmonic motion have the relative maximum acceleration equal to 0.35 g, PGA p = PGA hm = 0.35 g, while in the second, denoted as Type 2, the relative acceleration maximum of the single pulse is two thirds of that of the harmonic motion, PGA p = 0.35 g = 2 3 PGA hm . The response of SDOF systems in terms of displacement demand, δ, has been analyzed with reference to a linear elastic and an elasto-plastic model. The results presented herein refer to oscillators with damping coefficient, ξ , equal to 5% of critical, and yield strength, C y , equal to 0.15 g and 0.2 g. The natural period, T , has been set equal to 0.2 s, i.e., coinciding with the period of the harmonic excitation, T hm , and to 0.4 s, i.e., greater than T hm but still far from the duration of the single pulse. From the inspection of the curves reported in Figure 1 , the effects of long duration pulses on the response of oscillators beyond the elastic threshold are clearly visible and it appears that, for a given system, the definition of a critical ground motion strongly depends on the constitutive law adopted for that system.
As expected, for linear-elastic systems, the critical dynamic excitation is that of periodic type with frequency equal to that of the system (i.e., the harmonic part of both types 1 and 2 idealized motions, with T hm = 0.2 s), since it induces a resonance phenomenon in the oscillators with natural period T equal to 0.2 s (Figure 1a and b, top). On the contrary, long duration pulses may become critical for inelastic system, especially in the case of oscillators with yielding resistance, R y , equal or less than the inertial force corresponding to the effective ground acceleration of the pulse, i.e., R y mü g,max or C y ü g,max /g, where m is the mass of the system andü g,max is the maximum ground acceleration. Moreover, the displacement demand increases as the natural period of the oscillators approaches the duration of the single pulse ( Figure 1a and b, bottom). In the case of elasto-plastic systems, the presence of periodic, high frequency acceleration pulses in the ground motion only contributes to building the response of the system up to its yielding threshold. Once the system begins to yield, the phenomenon of response amplification due to resonance is mitigated, since the energy dissipated through even small inelastic deformations is associated to large values of ξ [8] . Therefore, large inelastic deformations do not occur during yielding reversal induced by periodic short pulses. Actually, the number and amplitude of these reversals are not sufficient to give rise to low cycle fatigue phenomena, since the amount of inelastic strain, developed in each excursion during an earthquake, is usually so small that the number of cycles necessary to cause collapse would exceed the number of cycles which may occur in the longest strong motions of actual earthquakes. The high displacement demands, imposed by the long duration pulse, suggest that the effective acceleration values of long duration pulses, generally coincident with the peak ground acceleration, PGA, are greater than those relevant to high frequency excitations, even when the former are characterized by lower values of PGA than the latter.
The results shown in Figure 1 confirm that, while the maximum linear-elastic response of a structural system is usually controlled by the resonance phenomenon, considerably larger deformations can be induced by the presence of just one, long pulse with an effective acceleration even slightly greater than that corresponding to the yielding strength of the structure. It is also evident from Figure 1 that, the larger the intensity of the effective acceleration of a pulse with respect to the yielding strength of the system, the larger the amount of inelastic deformations that will develop; furthermore, while high frequency motions are critical essentially for elastic systems with fundamental period close to the resonance period, long duration pulses appear to be critical for structures with fundamental periods laying within a significantly wider interval. Actually, according to Bertero et al. [8] , the presence of repeated severe long acceleration pulses can produce a sufficient amount of cumulative damage to give rise to one or a combination of two types of failure, respectively known as low cycle fatigue and incremental collapse or crawling. In Bertero et al. [8] it is emphasized the advise to design structures against that type of incremental collapse (between the two listed above) which appears to constitute the critical failure. Similar conclusions may be drawn from Figure 2 , that shows, for SDOF systems with ξ = 5%, T = 0.4 s, and C y equal to 0.15 g and 0.2 g, the demand (per unit of mass) in terms of input energy, E I , and hysteretic energy, E H , according to the definition given in [37] . The totality of the energy demand is concentrated in the time interval corresponding to the long duration pulse. This time interval is not long enough for the structure to efficiently utilize the structural damping; consequently, most of the energy is dissipated through hysteresis, which implies the development of structural damage.
On recognizing that the intensity and distribution of the seismic input energy depend upon the duration of the velocity pulses, Decanini et al. [35] emphasized the significance of energy-based parameters in the characterization of the seismic demand of structural systems subjected to near-fault motions. In addition, they proposed some relationships between energy and displacement demands, both parameters being involved in the damage potential evaluation of near-fault ground motions. Among the various parameters directly derivable from ground motions time histories, the incremental velocity constitutes a particularly adequate index of the earthquake destructive capacity [18] [19] [20] . Pointing to the prominent role of energy spectral parameters in the description of the seismic damage potential, reference is made throughout this study to the seismic input energy, E I , and to the seismic hazard energy factor, AE I , introduced in Decanini and Mollaioli [38] and defined as the area enclosed by the elastic input energy spectrum in the interval of periods between 0.05 s and 4.0 s,
where ξ is the damping coefficient and T is the period. The seismic hazard energy factor can also be interpreted as the energy version of the Housner Intensity, I H [39] ,
where S P V is the pseudovelocity spectrum. However, the pseudovelocity spectrum provides a lower bound to the input energy equivalent velocity spectrum, V E I , obtained as V E I = √ 2E I [40] . Unlike the peak energy spectral ordinate (E I ) max , which generally corresponds to a narrow band of frequencies, the quantity AE I has the advantage of taking the global energy structural response into account and it is the most statistically stable parameter in energetic analysis. Finally, as it will be shown in the next sections, the seismic hazard energy factor, AE I , correlates quite well with the incremental velocity.
Analysis of the Response to some Representative Near-Fault Records
Near-fault records obtained during the 1979 Imperial Valley Earthquake contain severe velocity and displacement pulses. In Figure 3a the location of the recording stations considered in the present study with respect to the causative fault is shown. Since the strike-slip fault rupture progressed toward the El Centro Array, #7 Imperial Valley College Station (IVC) and #6 Houston Road Station (HOU) can be considered in forward directivity conditions, while Agrarias Station (AGR) is in backward directivity conditions. Due to the proximity to the epicenter, Bonds Corner Station (BCR) can be regarded as in neutral position. Records from Calexico Station (CXO), which are not affected by directivity effects, were also considered for mere comparison purposes.
The velocity, v g , time histories shown in Figure 3b -e for the fault-normal (FN) components of the four stations affected by directivity indicate the presence of long duration pulses, particularly in forward directivity conditions. In fact, at the beginning of the velocity time histories of IVC Station and Houston Road Station, pulses of duration, T p , equal to approximately 3.7 s are detected.
The elastic spectra of input energy, E I , and the seismic coefficient, C y , are shown in Figure 4 . The spectral ordinates of E I reach the maximum at periods T close to the value of T p . Since the energy demand, E I , attains the largest values in the longperiod region (i.e., for 2.5 T 4.0 s approximately, at least for IVC FN and HOU FN curves), on reckoning that the seismic coefficient spectral ordinates keep equal to approximately 0.5 g in the same period range, it can be concluded that critical conditions may develop for a wide class of structures, actually designed to ensure lower values of the seismic coefficient, C y . In fact, as shown in Figure 4 , the general features that make near-fault signals in forward directivity conditions particularly critical for structures are: (a) the period range, within which the energy demand is maximum, is wider than that characterizing other type of signals, such as those recorded at Calexico, Bonds Corner and Agrarias stations; (b) the strength demand keeps considerably high in the same period range.
In Table 1 the values of peak ground acceleration, PGA, peak ground velocity, PGV, incremental velocity, IV, seismic hazard energy factor, AE I , and peak energy spectral ordinate, (E I ) max , relevant to the fault-normal, FN, and fault-parallel, FP, components of the ground motions considered are reported.
In the records IVC and HOU, velocity and energy parameters appear to be more indicative quantities of the effects of forward directivity on the FN components than PGA. In fact, while the ratios of the values relevant to the FN component to those relevant to the FP component are about 2-3 for the former, they are close to the unity for the latter. This result can also be observed in the inelastic case, for values of the ductility ratio, µ, equal to 2 and 4. Such circumstances do not occur for the remaining signals considered, recorded in backward directivity conditions or outside the near-field. The FN components of HOU and IVC are significantly different from the other records both in terms of energy and velocity demands.
Near-fault records obtained during the 1992 Landers, California Earthquake offer another clear example of forward and backward directivity effects. This event, one of the largest in California since 1952 with magnitude M w = 7.3, was caused by a right-lateral strike-slip fault with a slip length of about 70 km. The near-fault stations activated during the earthquake were located in different position with respect to the fault rupture directivity. In particular, the Lucerne Valley Station (LV) was within a distance of 2 km from the fault trace, near the end of the fault segment that ruptured, in a forward directivity position, while the Joshua Tree Station (JT), located also in the near-field, was at a distance of about 8 km from the surface projection of the rupture, in a backward directivity position. Even though both stations were close to the fault, the damage potential exhibited by the corresponding records is very different. The FN component of Lucerne Valley record presents, in the velocity trace, a severe long duration pulse of about 4.5-4.8 s (Figure 5 ), which is not readily visible in the acceleration trace. This pulse, characterized by an incremental velocity equal to 200 cm/s, contains most of the seismic energy radiating in the direction of the rupture. As shown in Figure 6c , the maximum of the input energy spectrum occurs at a period of approximately 4.5 s, close to the pulse duration. In Table 2 the strong ground motion parameters relevant to the FN and FP components of the records considered are reported. Also in this case, the effects of the presence of long-duration pulses in the FN component obtained at Lucerne Valley Station are essentially revealed by velocity and energy parameters (Table 2) , with the ratio of the values relevant to the FN component to those relevant to the FP component much greater than unity. Instead, the PGA values are comparable in the FN and FP components of both Lucerne Valley (LV) and Joshua Tree (JT). It is interesting to remark that the ratio of the values relevant to the FN components of the two records examined is close to the unity only in the case of the maximum input energy, (E I ) max (Table 2 , last column). However, as shown in Figure 6c , d, while the input energy relevant to JT reaches an isolated narrow peak , centered at a period of about 0.7 s, the values of the spectral ordinate relevant to LV remain considerably high within a large band of periods (T > 3.0 s).
Therefore, it can be concluded that the effects of forward directivity conditions are, in this case, more effectively accounted for by the high values of the parameter AE I . Finally, in the period range corresponding to the maximum demand in energy terms for LV, i.e., 3-5 s, the values of the spectral ordinates of the seismic coefficient remain close to 0.4 g, and considerably greater than those observed for JT within the same range of periods (Figure 6a, b) .
Conditions required for forward directivity are also met in dip slip faulting, including both reverse and normal faults. During the 1994 Northridge earthquake, which occurred on a blind thrust fault, several stations recorded motions affected by rupture directivity effects. The record obtained at Rinaldi Receiving Station (RRS) exhibits significant damage potential due to the presence, in the velocity FN component, of a pulse, occurring after about 2 s from the origin time, with incremental velocity equal to 255 cm/s and duration of 1.2 s. As can be seen from Figure 7b , the peak of E I is attained at a period of about 1.3 s, approximately equal to the pulse duration. As for 1979, Imperial Valley and 1992, Landers earthquakes, E I keeps considerably high over a wide range of periods (0.5-2.5 s) and high values of C y are observed in a similar period range (Figure 7a ).
In Figure 8 the time histories of the energy dissipated by hysteresis, E H , and the displacement demand, δ, are reported for elasto-plastic SDOF systems, with three different natural periods (0.5, 0.7 and 1.3 s), seismic coefficient C y =0.35 g, and with coefficient, ξ , equal to 5% of the critical damping. Due to the high strength demand, all oscillators yield, and both hysteretic energy and displacement demands do not differ significantly from one oscillator to another. This implies that the seismic input RRS is critical for a broad class of structures. 
Characterization of Near-fault Ground Motions
In this study a collection of 252 records obtained during 27 earthquakes has been considered in order to define a series of parameters capable to set the equivalence between idealized and ground motion pulses ( Table 3 ). The selected time histories, recorded at minimum horizontal distances from the surface projection of the causative fault, D f , not larger than 8-10 km, have been grouped into three magnitude intervals, 5.7 M 6.2, 6.5 M 7.1, 7.3 M 7.6, and, even if for long-duration pulses the influence of the soil stiffness may not be decisive for near-fault records, into three soil classes, indicated as S1, rock or firm soil (70 records), S2, intermediate soil (120 records), S3, soft soil (62 records).
Records included in the data set correspond to different source mechanisms and are representative of fling, forward and backward directivity effects. In Table 4 Mean and Max(imum) values, standard deviation, SD, and coefficient of variation, COV, are reported for peak ground acceleration, PGA, peak ground velocity, PGV, incremental velocity, IV, Housner Intensity, I H , seismic hazard energy factor, AE I , and peak energy spectral ordinate, (E I ) max , relevant to the FN components of the ground motions listed in Table 3 , for the soil classes and magnitude intervals previously defined.
The maximum incremental velocity ranges from 67.1 to 285.4 cm/s, with a not clear dependence on magnitude. Similar considerations apply to the parameter AE I , with the difference that its lower values always pertain to the interval of the lowest magnitudes, 5.7 M 6.2. Anyway, the mean AE I values appear to increase with M. Energy and displacement demands allow us to characterize the seismic demand in the medium-and long-period range. The large seismic demand imposed by nearfault records is compared with the far-field situation, D f 10 km, in Figure 9 , where mean elastic input energy and displacement spectra are reported. The spectra relevant to far-field conditions were computed for a set of 229 records corresponding to two intervals of D f , namely 10 D f 30 km and D f > 30 km Decanini and Mollaioli [38] .
In a strike-slip earthquake, if the rupture propagates toward the site and the direction of slip on the fault is aligned with the site, forward rupture directivity effects occur, resulting in large values of ground velocity and displacement in the FN directions. The conditions required for forward directivity are also met in dip slip faulting, including both reverse and normal faults. However, not all near-fault locations experience forward rupture directivity effects in a given event. The influence of the FN component, generally resulting in a larger demand imposed to a structural system, is illustrated in Figure 10 , where mean elastic input energy and displacement spectra are shown, evaluated for 6.5 M 7.1 and for three soil types. The diagrams compare the spectra computed for the FN components alone, with those computed for the totality of near-fault records considered in the present study. 
Idealized Pulses Equivalent to Near-fault Ground Motions
In order to develop a systematic procedure for the assessment of near-fault effects, near-fault records have been assimilated to simple input pulses that can be fully defined by few but significant parameters. Pulses of various shapes have been investigated for this purpose, and their similarity with a selection of near-fault ground motions is discussed in this section. Following Makris [29] , trigonometric functions describing cycloidal fronts have been adopted to approximate near-fault pulses, as they constitute differentiable signals resulting in finite acceleration values and allow for simple closed-form solutions. Although cycloidal pulses are able to capture many of the substantial features of the displacement and velocity time histories of nearfault strong ground motions, in many cases the resulting acceleration time histories constitute poor predictions of the recorded ones, since in many near-fault ground motions high-frequency fluctuations may prevail over the long duration pulses. More specifically, type A and B cycloidal pulses may fit ground motions characterized by forward and forward-and-back displacement time histories, respectively, whereas type C n cycloidal pulses may approximate more complex ground motions exhibiting n main pulses in their displacement histories. Ground velocities relevant to cycloidal pulses of type A and B are respectively expressed aṡ
In both expressions, V p is the amplitude of the velocity pulse and T p = 2π / ω p is the period and duration of the pulse. For type C n pulses with frequency ω p = 2π T p and duration T * p = n + 1 2 T p − 2ϕ ω p = n + 1 2 − ϕ π T p , the following definition of ground velocity holds:
where the value of the phase angle, ϕ, is determined by requiring that the ground displacement at the end of the pulse be zero, i.e.,
For example, for a type C 1 pulse, for which n=1, the solution of this transcendental equation yields ϕ=0.0697 π . As n increases, a type C n pulse tends to a harmonic steady-state excitation. Finally, only for comparison purposes, triangular pulses in velocity have been investigated, here denoted as type T pulses, defined as follows:
Comparison of the Response to Idealized Pulses and Actual Ground Motions
The equivalence of idealized and recorded pulses has been established on the basis of certain parameters representative of essential features of near-fault ground motions. Thus, on the data set of ground motion records preliminary analyses have been performed in order to identify such parameters. According to the characterization of near-fault ground motions, the appropriate idealized pulse equivalent to a near-fault record has been defined taking into account the comparison of the velocity time histories and the equivalence of the damage potential, expressed in terms of energy. On the one hand, the equivalent velocity pulse has been characterized by means of its duration and severity. While the former quantity is set equal to the period at which a clear peak in the input energy spectrum is attained, i.e. T p = T (E I )max , the incremental velocity IV appears to be a suitable measure of the latter. On the other hand, the seismic hazard input energy factor AE I has been used as a measure of the damage potential. A satisfactory correlation exists between IV and the seismic hazard input energy factor. Figure 11 shows, for the elastic case, the trend of the parameter 2AE I T (E I )max , representing an equivalent velocity, versus the incremental velocity, IV, for three intervals of magnitude but regardless the soil type.
The regression equations which characterize the correlation of the incremental velocity, IV, the seismic hazard input energy factor, AE I , and the period corresponding to the maximum spectral ordinate of the input energy, T (E I )max , are expressed as 
where r 2 is the correlation coefficient. The adequacy of the prediction, as indicated by the relatively low values of r 2 , is affected by the fact that the input energy spectra may present more than one clear peak, and therefore multiple peak values of E I may be associated to a single value of T (E I )max . The regression lines for the intervals of magnitude 5.7 M 6.2 and 6.5 M 7.1 are almost parallel, the former remaining constantly below the latter, the regression line for 7.3 M 7.6 exhibits a larger slope, perhaps due to the scarce number of records of events with magnitude belonging to that interval.
For the sake of brevity, only the results obtained for the idealized pulses of type B, C 1 and T will be discussed. The following curves approximate the relations existing among AE I , IV and T p in the case of elastic behavior, i.e., 
In eqs. (9) the value of the correlation coefficient tends to the unity, as only one energy peak corresponds to a specified duration of the pulse. It is worth noting that eqs. (9) appear to differ in the intercept value only. Figure 12 shows the trend of AE I versus T p for a fixed IV (right), and of AE I versus IV for a fixed T p (left), for pulses of type B, C 1 and T. AE I increases with increasing incremental velocity, while, for a specified value of IV, it reaches a maximum and then decreases with increasing pulse duration.
As a general result, equivalent pulses proved to be capable of representing nearfault ground motions within some limitations; the accuracy of such a representation is not equally good in all cases. In order to clarify how the damage potential of nearfault records can be approximated by that described by idealized pulses, two examples will be illustrated in this section. The considered records were obtained from the 1992 Erzincan (Turkey) and 1979 Imperial Valley (California) earthquakes. In the first instance, the NS component of the record has been compared with idealized pulses of type B and C 1 , the latter providing a better approximation of the velocity time history than the former. The duration of the equivalent idealized pulse has been set equal to the period corresponding to the maximum input energy spectral ordinate, i.e., T p = T (E I ),max ∼ = 2 s. The severity of the pulse, described by the incremental velocity, has been then determined from the first two of eqs. (9), written for T p =2 s and for the value of the seismic hazard input energy factor assessed for the Erzincan record, AE I =74470 cm 2 /s. Once the idealized pulses have been determined, acceleration, displacement and input energy spectra have been computed and compared with those evaluated for the strong motion record. In Figure 13 , left side, such comparison is illustrated for the elastic displacement demand, δ, and for E I . The value of the incremental velocity obtained from eqs. (9) for the C 1 type pulse, IV=125 cm/s, is in good agreement with the value obtained from the recorded time history, i.e., 135 cm/s, while a larger value, IV=175 cm/s, is required so that the spectra evaluated for the B type pulse fit those obtained for the Erzincan record. Both idealized pulses appear to provide good approximations of the energy and displacement spectra. However, the spectral accelerations resulting from the idealized pulse are a poor prediction of the recorded values for periods T < 1.5 s, i.e. for periods quite smaller than the duration of the idealized pulse itself. The same methodology has been applied to the analysis of the El Centro, array # 6 (Houston Road) record from the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake. Pulses of type B and C 1 have been taken into account, though the recorded velocity time history appeared to resemble a type B rather than a C 1 pulse. The values T p = T (E I )max ∼ = 3.5 s and AE I =96560 cm 2 /s have been used to derive IV from the first two of eqs. (9) . Again, while elastic displacement and energy spectra are accurately predicted by the idealized pulses ( Figure 13 , right side), idealized and actual acceleration spectra diverge for periods considerably smaller than T p , i.e. for T < 2 s.
The use of idealized pulses seems to produce an adequate characterization of near-fault ground motions also when the inelastic behavior is taken into account. In Figure 14 , δ and AE I are shown for elastoplastic SDOF systems and two values of the displacement ductility, µ. In both cases, the spectra relevant to the Erzincan record appear to be accurately approximated by the appropriate pulse of type C 1 , actually some improvement in the prediction of the spectral acceleration ordinates is obtained, in comparison with the elastic case.
For the evaluation of elastic and inelastic response of multi-story frame structures [27, 41] the comparison has been extended to MDOF systems, using an equivalent discrete shear-type model, denoted as ESTM model. The choice of a simplified model, whose effectiveness is validated by comparing the results with those derived from more detailed non-linear time histories analyses, permits to take into account all the vibration modes that implicitly contribute to the seismic response, and to define response spectra of local demands, such as the interstory drift.
Ten different multi-story structural systems have been modeled using two-dimensional, two-bay generic frames with constant story height and beam spans. The number of stories varies from 2 to 24 in order to simulate a significant range of typologies of reinforced concrete buildings. A realistic, approximately parabolic, stiffness distribution with full constraint for the joints at the base of the columns has been assumed for each selected frame. A stiffness-degrading hysteretic model has been adopted for the cyclic behavior of the frames in each story. The yielding strengths of the stories have been obtained by an inverted-triangular distribution of equivalent seismic forces, with an additional force at the top of buildings having fundamental periods larger than 0.7 s.
The analysis on a set of frames, characterized by a wide range of vibration periods, allows the characterization of inter-story drift spectra, where the maximum Figure 15 . Idealized pulse and near-fault ground motion: comparison of interstory drift spectra.
inter-story drift IDI max , defined as the maximum inter-story displacement normalized by the story height, is represented. As an example, Figure 15 illustrates the comparison of the inter-story drift spectra relevant to Erzincan record and to a pulse of type C 1 (T p =1 s) for target maximum ductility ratios µ target =1 (elastic) and µ target =4. The quantity µ target has been set from constant ductility inelastic strength demand spectra of SDOF systems equivalent to MDOF systems of assigned mechanical properties [41] . As in the case of SDOF systems, the comparison reveals notable resemblances between the response to the record and the response to the synthetic pulse, particularly in the frequency range around the period of the pulse. These consistent similarities, between MDOF response to near-fault ground motions in forward directivity and that to the idealized pulses, support the argument that near-fault records can indeed be represented by equivalent idealized pulses.
Conclusions
The paper is focused on the characterization of the damage potential of long-period pulses, recorded in near-fault and forward directivity conditions, during recent earthquakes. The effects of pulse-type ground motions have been analyzed by computing yield strength, C y , energy, AE I , and displacement, δ, demand for elastic and inelastic SDOF systems subjected to long period pulses, and underlining the differences with respect to the response behavior to high frequency signals. The results confirm that, while the linear-elastic response of a structural system is controlled by the resonance phenomenon, considerably larger deformations can be induced by long duration pulses with effective accelerations even slightly greater than that corresponding to the yielding strength of the structure.
Many near-fault ground motions, classified according to soil type and interval of magnitude, are the basis for the identification of a set of parameters adequately correlated with the seismic damage potential. These parameters are thus suitable to establish the equivalence between idealized and real ground motion pulses. In addition to conventional response spectra, elastic and inelastic spectra of input energy, hysteretic energy, displacement and seismic yield strength, synthetic parameters derived from the strong ground motion records and taking into account simultaneously the amplitude, duration and number of cycles of the near-fault pulse are evaluated. Velocity and energy-based parameters appear to correlate adequately well with the faulting and wave propagation processes, and therefore to constitute appropriate indicators of the effects of near-fault pulses, especially in forward directivity conditions. A particularly satisfactory degree of correlation exists between the incremental velocity and the seismic hazard energy factor.
Starting from an energy-based characterization of the damage potential, the appropriate idealized pulse, represented by trigonometric functions, is defined taking the equivalence of the near-fault velocity time histories and of the damage potentials expressed in terms of energy into account. While the equivalent velocity pulse is characterized by means of its duration -represented by the period at which a clear peak in the input energy spectrum is attained -and severity -quantified by the incremental velocity -the seismic hazard energy factor, AE I , is used as an index of the damage potential.
Equivalent pulses are capable of representing the salient features of the response to near-fault ground motions. In particular, as far as displacement and input energy spectra are concerned, response quantities to idealized pulses constitute a good approximation of those computed using recorded ground motions, both for the elastic and inelastic behavior of SDOF and MDOF systems. Differences are instead detected in the acceleration spectra, though in the range of relatively high frequencies only.
The proposed methodology provides a straightforward yet dependable mathematical model which allows us to select, for a certain structural system, the critical pulsetype motion as a function of the magnitude, and to study the dynamic structural response to simplified waveforms that capture the time history and response spectra characteristics of near-fault recorded ground motions.
